Crib death: further support for the concept of fatal cardiac electrical instability as the final common pathway
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Abstract

This work intends to be a review of the current status of knowledge on the cardiac conduction system in the crib death as well as remaining challenges, including reflections upon authors’ personal works as well as many studies by others. The cardiac conduction system findings of resorptive degeneration, His bundle dispersion, Mahaim fibers, cartilaginous meta-hyperplasia, persistent fetal dispersion, left sided His bundle, hemorrhage of the atrio-ventricular junction, septation of the bifurcation, atrio-ventricular node dispersion, sinus node hypoplasia, Zahn node, His bundle hypoplasia, atrio-ventricular node and His bundle dualism are hereby discussed by the authors. The cardiac hypotheses postulating that crib death could be due to lethal cardiac arrhythmias or heart block were considered of great interest in the 1970s. After a general abandon of the conduction studies in crib death, the cardiac concept of crib death is gathering a renewed interest, as well as the occurrence of infantile junctional tachycardia. Both the morphological and functional derangement underlying crib death remain poorly understood, assuring that it remains to be a major medical and social problem. Despite the non-specificity of most of the cardiac conduction findings in crib death, we believe that they, in association with altered neurovegetative stimuli, could underlie potentially malignant arrhythmias, providing a morphologic support for the cardiac concept of crib death.
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1. Introduction

Sudden and unexpected death of a young baby is surely one of the most emotional tragedies that any parent can experience. This has understandably led to a continued and growing concern with search for an explanation with the goal of being able to either predict, quickly diagnose and even treat the child when time permits. Poignantly and perhaps most sadly, the death occurs too often when no one is around, with the dead baby only being discovered later.

Crib death is sudden, unexpected, and unexplained just by careful study, and represents a multifaceted problem \cite{1–4}. Its prevention, according to the American Academy of Pediatrics, is primarily based on having infants sleep in a supine position, rather than in the previously recommended prone position \cite{5}. In the last few years there has been a 50% decline in crib death’s incidence due to the identification of specific environmental risk factors, particularly the prone position and maternal smoking \cite{6}. Several previously acknowledged instances of crib death have been demonstrated to be examples of infanticide \cite{7–9}. The prevalence of nonnatural death among children presenting as crib death leads some to believe that every unexpected child death should be treated as homicide until proved otherwise \cite{8}. The pathogenesis of crib death remains still largely unknown and is controversial with a wide spectrum of hypotheses: the cardiac (arrhythmogenic) \cite{10–23}, the respiratory (apnea and/or suffocation) \cite{24–26}, and the...
visceral dyskinetic (glottic spasm and/or gastroesophageal reflex) theories [26,27]. Recently, emphasis has been given to the autonomic nervous supply to the cardio-respiratory apparatus [28–31]. The pathogenesis of crib death is still largely unknown and its still high frequency has led to continuous research to uncover the anatomo-pathological substrates.

The involvement of conducting tissue has been for years a controversial issue in cardiac pathology of crib death. The crib death cases do not present any abnormality of the ordinary myocardium, while the core of the heart, where cardiac rhythm arises and spreads, represents an insight to the solution of the problem. Most pathologists do not consider very small lesions in the general myocardium as having any functional significance, whereas, because they are not experienced in looking at the cardiac conduction system, they fail to understand how crucially important a lesion with maximal dimensions of 1 mm could be in the cardiac conduction system.

In the 1970s several authors focused the study of crib death on the conducting tissue [11,17,19,20,32–38]. The most common finding discussed was the postnatal morphogenesis first defined by James as “resorptive degeneration” [17], consisting of areas of degeneration, cell death mainly by apoptosis [10,39,40], and replacement fibrosis, beginning about 1 or 2 weeks after birth [10], and being usually completed in the first year of life [17,41]. James’ concept has been confirmed by Ferris [20], Marino and Kane [42] and Rossi et al. [1,4,22,43], but the validity of his findings has been questioned by other investigators [11,21,33,44]. Since this finding was present in both groups, the studies were considered by some authors not conclusive and thus abandoned. Despite the cardiac hypothesis of crib death remains controversial [45], nowadays, the concept that it may be related to lethal cardiac arrhythmias or heart block due to structural conduction abnormalities seems to focus a renewed interest, as well as the occurrence of infantile junctional tachycardia [10,12–16,46,47].

This work intends to be a review of the current status of knowledge on the cardiac conduction system in crib death as well as remaining challenges, including reflections upon authors’ personal works as well as many studies by others. An adjourned re-examination of the cardiac conduction hypothesis of crib death, to the light of a systematic histopathological analysis, even if will not be able to resolve this complex problem, it can be useful for a better organization of the research. Preliminary findings have been reported in abstract form [48].

2. Material and methods

Here is described the technique devised by one of the present author (L.R.), according to the autopsy protocol usually followed by the Institute of Pathology, University of Milan in case of sudden and unexpected infant death [1,22,43]. At the general autopsy, before focusing on the heart, any extracardiac cause of death should be ruled out. The well-known procedure of measuring heart size and weight should not be omitted, and the values measured should be compared with the normal values for infants of that length and age [49,50]. After the presence of gross cardiac malformations are excluded, the origin of the coronary arteries should be carefully inspected. The heart is regularly examined for pathologic changes in the atria, septa, ventricles, pericardium, endocardium and coronary arteries. Samples of the myocardium are stained with hematoxylin–eosin and trichromic Heidenhain (azan). Histological observations are focused on the cardiac conduction system, which, though fairly constant in layout and structure, is subject to noteworthy individual variations [1]; hence, histological examination by serial sections is expected to provide the necessary data, on both topography and pathology of the specialized tissue [43]. The cardiac conduction system is removed in two blocks for paraffin embedding. Block 1 consisted of a portion of the right atrial wall including the lateral half of the funnel of the superior vena cava, sulcus and crista terminals. This first block includes the sino-atrial node, its atrial approaches, the crista terminals (with the upper 2/3 of the posterior internodal tract, the proximal part of the middle and anterior tracts), and the sino-atrial node’s ganglionated plexus. Block 2 consists of the lower portion of the atrial septum, the trigonum fibrosus, and anterior contour of the coronary sinus and the upper 2/3 of the ventricular septum. This second block contains the atrioventricular node, His bundle, bifurcation, and bundle branches. For the histological examination of the cardiac conduction system the two blocks are cut serially at intervals of 40 µm (levels) [1,43]. For each level three sections of 8 µm were saved: two of these were stained alternately with hematoxylin–eosin and trichromic Heidenhain (azan), and one is stained immunohistochemically using in situ labeling of fragmented DNA (TUNEL) [51]. All intervening sections are kept and stained as deemed necessary. For each heart, the average number of histologic sections stained and examined is about 200. The tridimensional reconstruction of the cardiac conduction system is obtained by following it on the series of bidimensional slides [1,43]. The techniques devised by our Institute are described on the following web site: http://users.unimi.it/~pathol/sids/tecnica_e.html.

3. Discussion

Crib death represents a tragic enigma, one of the main open issues in the social-medical and scientific setting of modern medicine. It is still frequent despite the progress in the field of maternal-infantile assistance. Despite a wide spectrum of proposed theories, its etiology remains uncertain and it is one of the major social and health problems of
today’s medicine not yet resolved. Inherent emotive consequences among the family [3] and the social cost are heavy, especially considering the early loss of many potentially productive individuals.

On the histopathological plane, although the diagnosis of crib death is of exclusion, there are several findings which are of value in diagnosis and suggest new avenues for research: brainstem abnormalities [28,29,31,52], mediastinal ganglionic-paraganglionic plexuses changes [2,53], vagal immaturity [2,4], hyper or hypotrophy of the carotid bodies [2,4,54], and developmental changes of the cardiac conduction system [32–34,40,41,55–62]. Emphasis has been given to the autonomic nervous supply to the cardio-respiratory apparatus [28–31]. Particularly, much attention has been directed at the arcuate system in infant hearts [45]. The morphologic post mortem concerning the arrangement of the cardiac conduction system in infant hearts [45].

There is much that still needs to be established concerning the arrangement of the cardiac conduction system in infant hearts [45]. The morphologic post mortem study of the conducting tissue in all cases of sudden death in infancy is based on the cardiac concept of crib death, which postulates that it could be due to lethal cardiac electrical instability. This study brings to James’ original observations concerning postnatal morphological changes that has been described as present in infants dying in crib death age range who had no morphological abnormalities. This is what James first referred as “molding and shaping” of the atrio-ventricular (AV) node and His bundle, a process never claimed as unique to crib death but that, on the contrary, must be considered a normal postnatal morphological change [10,17,18]. This postnatal morphogenesis is mediated by apoptotic death of myocytes in both the sinus node and the AV junctional tissue [39,40]. Since there is no associated inflammation or other indicators of necrosis, some authors have considered such changes as normal or harmless. A misunderstanding of this interpretation has come from two directions: first, those who conclude that a “normal” process could not be seen as pathological; and, second, those who are seeking a single or unique abnormality to blame for crib death. The problem here is that it is not correct to say that because something is normal that it is not necessarily dangerous. Since we do not all die during these ubiquitous changes, the changes usually are harmless. This seems due to the fact that no additional other stressful events encountered in a baby’s life (such as fever, vomiting or diarrhea and electrolytic unbalance) coincided with the period of postnatal morphogenesis, whereas either the cell death and otherwise innocuous events are harmless if they occur alone.

### 3.1. Resorptive degeneration

The AV node and His bundle undergo a remarkable postnatal morphogenesis, defined by James [17] in 1968 as “resorptive degeneration”, consisting of degeneration, cell death and replacing in an orderly programmed way [10,16–18,32,65]. This term indicates a tidying-up process in which loose strands of surplus conducting tissue are gradually reabsorbed to change AV node and His bundle into their more smooth adult configuration [10,17,41,66]. The resorptive degeneration areas have been described as clusters of young fibroblasts depositing collagen caught in the central fibrous body, sometimes isolated from the “over-developed” specialized structures, sometimes adjacent to them, without association of inflammation nor massive necrosis or hemorrhage [1,17]. Matturri et al. [67] reported areas of resorptive degeneration in 97.10% of the crib death and in 75% of control cases, with a statistically significant difference comparing the two groups (P < 0.05). Similarly to James [17], Matturri et al. [67] have detected resorptive degeneration both in crib death and control cases, but they found that it is significantly more frequent in crib death than in controls cases (P < 0.05). James [18] stated that there is no clear correlation between the extent or presence of degeneration and the age at death. Similarly, Matturri et al. [67] found that the presence of resorptive degeneration resulted not statistically different in age-related subgroups (P > 0.05). James, in his original work [17], emphasized that the process is ubiquitous at the infancy period, being a normal phenomenon rather than a pathological one, but that ubiquity could not be read as synonymous with safety or stability [10,68]. In fact, it seems that this orderly normal process, if exaggerated, could provoke blocking disruption of the pathway itself, and if defective could leave in place some accessory communications between the AV pathway and the adjacent ordinary myocardium [4,16,23,67]. The James’ studies have been confirmed by some authors [1,4,14–16,22,23,42,43,67], while have been considered not conclusive by others [11,21,33,44,45]. Davies et al. [69] pointed out that there is not an association between resorptive degeneration and sudden infant death, being the process present equally in crib death and control cases. Valdes-Dapena et al. [44], Anderson et al. [33], Lie et al. [11] described fetal dispersion of the AV node without evidence of cell death, phagocytosis or replacement fibrosis. Thiene [70] concluded that the search needs to be continued for a better definition of what is normal and abnormal in the conduction system of the infant heart. It is to be underlined that the concept of “resorptive degeneration” remains a
contentious issue [45]. In a commentary on one of our previous work [67], Anderson questioned the definition of "resorptive degeneration" itself [45].

3.2. Dispersion or septation of the AV node and His bundle

The dispersion or septation of the AV node and/or His bundle is characterized by fragmentation of the main node/bundle within the central fibrous body [1,43,68,71]. The consequences of this alteration should be intrahisian slowing of the conduction rate producing reentrants, increased automaticity, and paroxysmal block due to fractionation of the impulse transmission, ventricular arrhythmias and sudden death [68,72]. Matturri et al. [67] observed His bundle dispersion/septation in 33.33% of crib death and in 16.66% of explained death cases, without a statistically significant difference. Being present in both groups, therefore, Matturri et al. [67] and Suárez-Mier and Aguilera [12] conclude that His bundle dispersion cannot be implicated as an unequivocal cause of crib death. Ho and Anderson [73] found His bundle dispersion and molding in a higher proportion of hearts from controls than from infants dying suddenly and unexpectedly. Matturri et al. [67] found AV node dispersion/septation in 7.24% of crib death cases, and in no explained death cases. Likewise for the septate/ dispersed His bundle, we retain that the consequences of this alteration could be a deceleration of the conduction speed with phenomenon of reentry, increased automatism, block due to the splitting of the impulse transmission, ventricular arrhythmias, and sudden death [71,72].

The septation of the bifurcating His bundle is known also as anomalous bifurcation [1]. It was detected by Matturri et al. [67] in 13.04% of crib death cases and in no controls.

3.3. Islands of conduction tissue in the central fibrous body

The islands of conduction tissue in the central fibrous body, designated as persistent fetal dispersion, have been described as islands of the conduction system separated from the AV node and His bundle, dispersed in the central fibrous body, resembling the normal fetal pattern [66,68,71]. It has been suggested by James [61] that such islands could serve as suitable anatomic substrates for reentrant pathways, dissociation of the impulse conduction and paroxysmal tachycardias. If the dispersed fragments are separated from the AV node or His bundle but remain attached to the crest of the interventricular septum, their cytologic content and anatomic location would favor their function as parasystolic foci with either spontaneous or triggered automatic rhythms, serving as abnormal foci of automaticity [61,66]. Islands of conduction tissue in the fibrous body were detected by Matturri et al. [67] in 24.63% of crib death and in 15.38% of explained death cases, without statistically significant difference. Davies et al. [69] and Suárez-Mier and Gamallo [71] postulated that fetal dispersion and His fragmentation can be a normal variation and must not be considered the anatomic substrate for arrhythmias and sudden death without electrocardiographic abnormalities.

3.4. Mahaim fibers

Mahaim fibers are specialized accessory pathways connecting the AV junction and the upper ventricular septum [1,22,43,74]. It seems that whenever the physiologic process of resorptive degeneration fails or slows down, some peripheral bundles of the conduction system remain connected to the common myocardial tissue of the ventricular septum, configuring the so-called Mahaim fibers [1,16,22,23,66,74]. These fibers, under particular conditions and/or neurovegetative stimuli, may cause potentially malignant junctional arrhythmias [1,16]. They have been previously described in cases of sudden infant death [1,12,22,75,76]. Buja et al. [76] reported the case of an infant dying of supraventricular tachycardia; his heart showed a Mahaim fiber in a setting of persistent fetal dispersion consistent with an anatomic substrate for a reentry circuit at the AV junction. Suárez-Mier and Aguilera [12] found Mahaim fibers in nine of 55 crib death cases (16.36%) and in no control cases, thus postulating that this type of accessory pathway may be responsible for death in some crib death cases. Matturri et al. [67] detected Mahaim fibers in 21.73% of crib death and in 8.3% of control cases, without a statistically significant difference between the two groups (\( P>0.05 \)). When there is a working accessory AV connection, the whole AV system or its junctional tract, can become part of a classical circuit of a tachycardic macro-loop. Notoriously, the pre-excitation depends on the presence of AV accessory pathways where the impulse can diffuse in antegrade direction [43,72].

3.5. Cartilaginous meta-hyperplasia of the central fibrous body

The fibroblasts of the central fibrous body seem to have pluripotential nature, although the functional meaning of this alteration is still unknown [67,68]. In normal circumstances they produce dense collagen but there are examples of cartilage or sometimes bone present in the central fibrous body [68]. It is reasonable that the fibroblasts of the fibrous body, essential to complete the morphogeny of the adjoining AV node and His bundle, can sometimes work improperly becoming both hyperactive and inactive. In the case in which they produce mediums different from the collagen, they could also present a metaplastic transformation. What can induce such metaplasia is completely unknown, even if it could be logically suspected that they are a consequence of physical stress, ischemia or other unknown factors [66]. For example, the synthesis of the DNA of the cartilaginous cells is stimulated by oscillating electric fields [77], but it can be supposed that such an effect exists in the fibrous body or near to it [66]. Cartilaginous meta-hyperplasia of
the central fibrous body has already been described in cases of cardiac sudden death [1,66,67]. Since the AV node lies directly upon the central fibrous body and the His bundle courses through it, they both seem to be in some jeopardy by proximity when an alteration of the central fibrous body is present [66,68]. It seems that a central fibrous body with cartilaginous meta-hyperplasia can potentially provoke a compression on the His bundle and on the conduction system in many crib death cases [78]. Ferris and Aherne [79] described the cases of two infants dying unexpectedly and in asthmatics [83]. Matturri et al. [67] detected cartilaginous meta-hyperplasia of the central fibrous body in 5.79% of crib death and in 4.16% of explained death cases. James [61] affirmed that cartilaginous or bony metaplasia in cases of sudden and unexpected death, originated from the pluripotential fibroblasts of the fibrous body have been observed in cases of sudden and unexpected death but their role to cause the death has not yet been entirely understood.

3.6. Hemorrhage of the cardiac conduction system

Hemorrhage of the conducting tissue is generally considered present when red blood cells are seen in the intercellular spaces [33]. Matturri et al. [67] detected hemorrhage in the atrio-ventricular junction in 15.94% of crib death cases, while hemorrhage was absent in controls, and was not seen in the sinus node of all cases. Since almost all of our crib death cases underwent emergency resuscitative effort, including external cardiac massage, Rossi and Matturri [80] considered it as occurred after death, due to injury during attempted resuscitation efforts. Matturri et al. [67] state that it seems difficult to distinguish between junctional hemorrhages occurring during life or immediately after death. Other investigators [11,12,33], considering a larger number of controls, found hemorrhagic lesions present in both groups. Jankus [34], in his report of three crib death and three explained death cases, found hemorrhage exclusively in crib death cases.

3.7. Left sided His bundle

Bharati et al. [81] observed left sided His bundle significantly more commonly in crib death (53.3%) than in explained death (25%) cases, suggesting that this may be a factor promoting crib death. Massing and James [60] found this position in 62.5% of normal human hearts of various age. Left sided His bundle has been described in association with sudden death in previously healthy people [72,82] and in asthmatics [83]. Matturri et al. [67] detected left sided His bundle in 20.29% of crib death and in 8.3% of controls, without a statistically significant difference. Rossi [84] reported that intramural left bundle branch is comparatively more vulnerable by impaired blood supply through the nutrient arteries.

3.8. Cardiac conduction system hypoplasia

Studies of the cardiac conduction system in crib death are usually directed to the AV node and His bundle, but it seems that also the sinus node may be involved. Ho et al. [85] described three cases of hypoplastic sinus node in perinatal patients with cardiac arrhythmia immediately before death. They discussed the hypoplasia of the sinus node as due to an arrest or defect in development rather than an active degenerative process. Kozakewich et al. [86], examining the sinus node of 30 crib death and 18 explained death cases, found no difference in size between the two groups, while found intimah lesions of the sinus node intranodal artery in three cases of crib death. Matturri et al. [67] found the sinus node hypoplasia present in 5.79% of crib death cases, and absent in control cases.

Matturri et al. [67] found His bundle hypoplasia present in one of the 69 crib death cases (1.45%) and in no controls.

3.9. AV node and/or His bundle dualism

The AV node and His bundle present a “dualism” when appear stratified into two portions by interposition of a fibrous diaphragm, so configuring the morphological basis of dual AV pathways [15,67,87]. Matturri et al. [67] found AV node dualism present in two cases of crib death (2.89%), and in none of control cases, while His bundle dualism was present in 2.89% of crib death and in 4.16% of explained death cases. Bharati et al. [88] described a case of distinct AV node-like structure on the parietal wall of the right atrium in a patient with a history of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia.

3.10. Zahn node

The Zahn node [56,89,90] is also known as the coronary sinus node because it is situated near the myocardium of the coronary sinus outlet [56]. Doerr [91] in 1957 as a picture of Zahn node presented a large illustration of a Y-shaped bundle of loosely arranged myocardial fibers, embracing a neurovegetative ganglion and protruding from an “atrial tail” of the AV node, close to the coronary sinus [56], Doerr and Schiebler [92] recognized that it is difficult to decide whether the coronary sinus node could be considered as a separate entity of the conducting system or only as the dorsal atrial part of the AV node [56]. Matturri et al. [67], among the 69 crib death cases analyzed, described a case of Zahn node, which was previously reported and discussed as the plausible substrate for reentry tachyarrhythmias [93].

3.11. Fibromuscular hyperplasia of the cardiac conduction system arteries

The fibromuscular hyperplasia or dysplasia [94] of the sinus node and/or AV node arteries has been described as a
cause of death in young people and adults [95,96]. Anderson and Hill [97], analyzing 40 victims of crib death, found five cases (12.5%) with marked thickness of the AV artery and a case with marked thickness of the sinus node artery. The authors have hypothesized that this thickness is the cause of an ischemia to the conducting tissue with consequent cardiac arrhythmias and heart block. Only in one of our 69 cases of crib death (1.45%) a fibromuscular hyperplasia of the AV artery was detected. This percentage is inferior to that found by Anderson and Hill (12.5%) [97] and is more similar to that found by Suárez-Mier and Aguilera (1.8%) [12].

3.12. Apoptosis of the cardiac conduction system

The programmed cell death named apoptosis is of particular interest [98–102]; its unpredictable occurrence could play a role in the pathogenesis of crib death [10,40,51,98]. Matturri et al. [98], in a study on eight crib death and three control hearts, found that the apoptotic indices (AI) in AV node, His bundle, bundle branches, did not to have statistically significant differences (P>0.05), while in the resorptive degeneration areas the AI resulted higher in control than crib death group. In almost all cases, TUNEL labeling was detected in peripheral region of the AV node, close to the atrial myocardium [98]. This was in agreement with the observations of James [103] who described that the AV node, during the postnatal morphogenesis, becomes smaller, toward its adult configuration, being reabsorbed mainly at its periphery, almost always along its left margin and that apoptosis is a major and possibly the main mechanism by which cell death occurs during the postnatal morphogenesis of the cardiac conduction system [10, 39]. The postnatal morphogenesis of the sinus node by apoptosis occurs generally in the same time period (first year of life) as the postnatal morphogenesis of the AV node and His bundle. This involves multifocal cell death by apoptosis and could serve to distort further the normal rhythm of baby’s heart. While the changes in the AV node and His bundle are principally smoothing of the margins of these two structures and eliminating surplus tissue that can be dangerous if not removed, the changes in the sinus node are quite different, amounting more or less to a total restructuring of the interior of the sinus node itself: the fetus and the infant have sinus nodes composed primarily of P cells whereas the sinus node of the adult human always contains a mixture of transitional cells and P cells. These changes occur either by transformation of some of the P cells to transitional cells or by death of P cells to be replaced by transitional cells, perhaps migrating in from the margins of the sinus node [10, 39, 40]. Cardiac arrhythmias, such as atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter, as well as distortions in sinus rhythm, including episodes of sinus arrest or tachycardia or ectopic beading, are facilitated by impaired activity of the sinus node during its molding [39, 40]. It has been suggested that apoptosis of the cardiac conduction system could be a process favoring electrical instability in two opposite ways. A defective apoptosis could leave in place some accessory communication between the AV pathway and the adjacent ordinary myocardium, and would leave the sinus node in its fetal configuration, eliminating the beneficial evolution into an appropriate mixture and distribution of P cells among transitional cells [10, 16]. An exaggerated apoptosis, could provoke blocking disruption of the pathway itself, and can disfigure the sinus node structure or even completely destroy it [1, 10, 104, 105], Kajstura et al. [106], in their study of programmed cell death during cardiac maturation in rats, found that myocyte cell death was absent in the fetal heart while affected the myocardium postnatally, particularly the right ventricle.

3.13. Long QT syndrome

A notable example of multifocal apoptotic degeneration of the sinus node occurs in victims dying of the long-QT syndrome, a clinical entity characterized by sinus bradycardia [107, 108]. Sudden unexpected death is one of the clinical characteristics of the long-QT syndrome and has often been documented to be mediated by lethal ventricular arrhythmias. It is logical to anticipate that the normal occurrence of apoptotic cell death during postnatal morphogenesis of the sinus node will periodically distort or suppress normal sinus rhythm [105]. Moreover, in the long-QT syndrome apoptotic destruction involves not only the myocytes of the sinus node but also many local nerves and ganglia [107, 108].

The QT prolongation could be dangerous in babies and a possible cause of their fatal arrhythmia [109, 110], but solid evidence of its occurrence is still controversial. The capricious nature of episodic QT prolongation documented in human infants poses difficulties in demonstrating lethal cardiac electrical instability [107].

In 1998 Schwartz et al. [13], in their 19-year prospective study, performed follow up electrocardiograms in an unselected population of over 33,000 infants, finding that congenital prolongation of the QT interval accounts for a portion of the crib death cases. However, Schwartz et al. admitted that the long-QT syndrome can account for only a fraction of the crib death cases, and precise quantification of this fraction remains difficult despite the data obtained from their large epidemiologic study [13, 111]. Guntheroth and Spiers [112] state that submitting all the infants and newborns to an electrocardiogram screening would be an ineffectual waste of medical resources and it would cruelly alarm thousands of parents.

Viskin et al. [113] recommend genetic screening in every case of probable long-QT syndrome, but state that positive result will confirm the diagnosis and that, however, no mutations are found in many patients with a definite diagnosis of long-QT syndrome, so a negative result is not very helpful. In any case, genetic testing might take months, and the patient needs treatment [113].
Schwartz et al. [13] in crib death cases did not perform a postmortem histopathological study, nor gave importance to it [113]. This is in contrast with other authors who considered instead the autopsy very important in every case of sudden death in infancy [67,88,94,107,108,114].

4. Conclusions

Sudden death of a baby is one of life’s most tragic events. Although a wide variety of possible explanations have been proposed, the role for fatal electrical instability of the heart as the final common pathways remains infrequently considered. In this review evidence is presented to demonstrate why we must place the heart’s role higher among our considerations: in infant’s heart there is an electrical vulnerability due to the postnatal molding of the cardiac conduction system [32,41,42]. This postnatal morphogenesis is mediated by apoptotic death of myocytes in both the sinus node and the AV junctional tissues [10,98]. However, according to Anderson, the significance of “resorptive degeneration” has still to be established [45].

Despite the non-specificity of most of the cardiac conduction findings in crib death, it is believe that they, in association with altered neurovegetative stimuli [13,31], could underlie potentially malignant arrhythmias, providing a morphologic support for the cardiac concept of crib death [62]. It seems, in fact, a crucial point in causing crib death the necessary coexistence of other concomitant events (such as fever, vomiting or diarrhea and electrolytic unbalance) when they coincide with active cell death in the conduction system, whereas either the cell death and otherwise innocuous events are harmless if they occur alone. It is therefore important that we recognize as many of these contributing causes, including sleeping position, and intervene in as many of them as possible.

The necessary cardiac, as well the neuro-pathological [115–117], study, addressed to the identification of the crib death’s morphological substrate, requires the examination of a large amount of cases with homogeneous and standardized criteria. A complete examination of the cardiac conduction system on serial sections allows an objective dimensional and architectural evaluation of all the pertinent anatomical portions of the conducting tissue. This requires a great amount of sections and the systematic application of histologic (hematoxylin/eosin, trichromic Heidenhain) and immunohistochemical (apoptosis, etc.) techniques. Moreover, such complete examination of the cardiac conduction system requires the work of properly trained histotechnicians. Suárez-Mier and Aguilera [12] state that the procedure for the simplified examination of the cardiac conduction system allows as well the evaluation of all the different structures, examining only specific levels. Should be underlined that, due to conduction system architectural variability, wrong indications on conducting tissue’s structure and extension can depend on the examination of single and casual sections. Furthermore, a finding of accessory fibers’ absence could depend on the restrictive analysis of part of the conducting tissue during the cardiac sampling. On the basis of these considerations, we suggest that the autopsy protocol for the SIDS victims, already internationally approved [118], should include the examination of the cardiac conduction system according to the above described guidelines. These will allow an accurate and standardized study of the conducting tissue, in addition to the examination of the autonomic nervous system [119]. Our point of view has been challenged by Anderson [45] who does not believe that considerable information would be gained if all pathologists expanded their protocols of investigation to include study of conduction system in all infants dying suddenly and unexpectedly. In a commentary on one of our previous work [67], he raised various questions concerning the validity of a routine examination of the conduction system in suspected cases of crib death [45]. The fact that a significant decline in the incidence of crib death has already been achieved by simple strategies, such as putting infants to sleep on their back, or by mothers reducing their smoking habits [5,6], argues against the likelihood of cardiac conduction findings being causative for the entity of sudden unexpected death in infancy [45]. Anderson [45] states that the effort required for a routinely investigation of the cardiac conduction system must not be underestimated. While he underlines that examination of the conduction system is a tedious and painstaking undertaking, both for the technician and the pathologist, he admits that serial sectioning of the blocks of tissue which contain the conduction tissues is mandatory, that such efforts are not to be discouraged, and that there is much we still need to establish concerning the arrangement of the conduction tissues in infant hearts [45].

Much meticulous clinical-pathologic correlative work remains to be done in identifying the herein described conduction system abnormalities that might play a lethal role in causing crib death [67]. The search shall be continued for a better definition of what is normal or abnormal in the conducting tissue of the infant’s heart. Under the light of clinico-physiological findings on infants dying of crib death, as well as in those so-called “at risk”, a deeper insight is needed by microscopical research (histology, ultrastructure, immuno-histochemistry), the extremely specialized of which requires adequately expertise centers.
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